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Abstract 
With the rapid development of cloud computing, data center network scale exponentially, and the traditional tree 
network topology have not accommodate this growth model for a single point of failure and bottlenecks. DCell is a 
decentralized, fault-tolerant data center network topology. Although DCell has good fault tolerance, it does not 
implement the strategy of the data object placemen and query. This paper proposes a novel model NetCloud of data 
placement and query for cloud computing in DCN based on DCell. In the NetCloud, the key of data item is be 
mapped to a binary string by the NetCloud_hash algorithms. We present placement and the fast locating strategy of 
the data object in the NetCloud. We analyze performance of NetCloud. The simulation shows that it has better query 
performance and fault tolerance. 
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1. Introduction 
Data center networks provide the communication substrate for large parallel computer systems that 
form the ecosystem for high performance computing and modern Internet applications [1].For major 
companies, such as Google, Microsoft and Yahoo have made vast scale investments for data centers 
supporting cloud services [2]. In recent years, the number of servers in data center network (DCN) is 
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exponential growth trend with the development of data-intensive computing and cloud computing. As is 
the resulting reliability problem, which the failure is the norm rather than the exception. For example with 
500,000 servers in the DCN, if the average life expectancy of a serve is three years and the time to a 
temporary failure a few months. Then on average 650 serves will need to be replaced every day with 
multiple temporary failures every minute.  The traditional DCN based tree network topology can not meet 
these aspects for a single point of failure and bottlenecks. To solve the question in DCN, many novel 
topologies for example, DCell [3] [4], Fat-Tree [6], Portland [7], VL2[8], Monsoon[9], BCube [10], 
Nectar [12], and FiConn [13], which have the novel, more robust and fault-tolerant routes protocol are 
proposed. DCell is a decentralized, fault-tolerant data center network topology to support large-scale data-
intensive and cloud computing. Although DCell has good fault tolerance, and addresses various failures at 
link, server and server-rack levels, it has many questions. If the destination nodes are the failure, no 
matter what cannot route to them.  
This paper proposes an efficient, fault-tolerant, self-organizing data placement and query model 
NetCloud based on DCell. NetCloud is the same routing method basically as DCell, both using the prefix 
routing. The routing method in NetCloud is closely related with its namespace and data placement 
strategy. The named method for the node in NetCloud is still used DCell naming, but NetCloud turn it 
into a binary string. The key of data item is be mapped to a binary string by the NetCloud_hash algorithms, 
so that they have a common ID space. Accordingly, we presented a data placement algorithm PRLCP in 
NetCloud. This place strategy has the advantage that the data query can be imagined as a virtual binary 
search tree, which is very effective, and search time and number of generated grow is O(log2N). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the mapping method between 
node ID and data item in the NetCloud. In Sec. 3, we present placement and the fast locating strategy of 
the data object in the NetCloud. In Sec. 4, we analyze performance of NetCloud. In Sec. 5, we present 
simulation results for routing latency, fault-tolerance and other characteristics. In Sec. 6, we summarize 
the related work. In Sec. 7, we conclude and outline the paper. 
2. Mapping method between node ID and data key 
DEFINITION 1(set of node). The network system is made up of the aggregate P= {p1,p2,…,pm}.  
Where m is the number of server node in DCell. In the DCell construction [3], each node server is 
assigned a (k+1)-tuple [ak,ak-1,…,a1,a0], where ai<gi  (0<i≤k) indicates which DCelli-1 this server is 
located at and a0<n indicates the index of the server in that DCell0. Each server can be equivalently 
identified by a unique ID uidk, taking a value from [ )0, kt . The ID uidk can be calculated from the (k+1)-
tuple using 0 1 0k k kuid a a t a t= + + +L . The mapping between a unique ID and its (k+1)-tuple, and the 
(k+1)-tuple can also be derived from its unique ID.  
DEFINITION 2(Namespace). Data node p is denoted by the ordered m-bit binary string. p P∀ ∈ , p= 
b1,…, bi,…,bm, {0,1}ib ∈ corresponds to a value ( ) 2
m
ipi
i
val k −∑= . Each node is responsible for an interval 
[ ] [ ]( ) ( ), ( ) 2 0,1I K val k val k m= + − ⊂  . This ordered set of keys denotes key space that the node is 
responsible. The binary string b can be calculated from uidk which convert binary string from decimal 
number. 
DEFINITION 3(Data key mapping). Data items d is denoted by the ordered k-bit binary key the same 
as node, d DI∀ ∈ key(d)=b1,…,bi,…,bK, { }0,1ib = , { }DI dataitem⊆ . Key data mapping process is as 
follows: 
• s=hash(key)；hash function can be selected by the SHA-1， 
• s’=(s)10,  s will be converted to decimal identity. 
• d=s’ MOD m; s’ be mapped to DCell address space using mod. where， 2km c⎢ ⎥= ⎣ ⎦  . • The deimal into binary identifier. 
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• { }| 1, 2,iDI d i= = L  
This data object mapping is essentially a process of the prefix hash. The key code of data objects are 
the binary string which has the same namespace as node address. The each node stores data items from a 
set DI that are characterized by an index from a set K. The set of index terms is totally ordered. We 
assume that the index terms map binary strings, built from 0’s and 1’s. Fig. 1 shows the data mapping 
hash algorithm. 
3. Data object placement and localization 
3.1. Placement Strategy of the Data Object 
In NetCloud, each node address string can be imagined as a path in the virtual binary search tree. The 
placement and localization of data object can be viewed as search in the binary tree. We propose a data 
placement algorithm PRLCP (Prefix Routing with the Longest Common Path).The basic idea is that data 
item p and the node d is matched by the binary bit-matching for the prefix prefMaxlen of the maximum 
path length, and then place the data to node labeled with the prefix prefMaxlen. Prefix of the node id can 
be obtained from the calculation. 
1( , ) ,0ipref i p b b i n= ≤ ≤L , it denotes the top i bit string in address p. If key (p) = 10110, pref (3, p) 
= 101, that is the top three bit of the address p.The prefix prefMaxlen is achieved by the bit-matching 
between node id and a binary data string. Maxlen=Compref(p,key(d))->pref(Maxlen,p)=pref(Maxlen,d). 
The node p stores data object d where they have the longest common prefix prefMaxlen. The prefMaxlen 
denote has the same prefix of length Maxlen, but a different value at position Maxlen+1.Therefore, it is 
met the condition that each node p is responsible for the data object key(d): 
1( ) ( ( ) ( , ) ),0 ,0Maxlen i ip d p b b b key d pref Maxlen p b i m Maxlen i∀ ∃ = ∨ = ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤L L L  
3.2. The Fast Locating Strategy for Data Object 
The query algorithms of the NetCloud is similar to the DCell, which they are used based on the Prefix-
based routing method. The searching algorithm in the NetCloud is to match order-bit by the longest 
common prefix between the p and key(d). When data object key(d) is located in the NetCloud, the queries 
can be initiated by any one node. The node received the request will compare its binary address with 
key(d) through the bit-matching. If the current bit can match correctly, next bit is continued to compare. 
Otherwise, it checks its routing table to find another node of longest common prefix with key(d), and 
forwards the query to this node. If no node in its routing table can match next bit with key(d), it is 
destination node being responsible for data object key(d).Therefore, each query is always forwarded to its 
nearest node. 
Each node maintains its routing table such that it holds node with exponentially increasing distance in 
the key space from its own position. The routing table is designed by the following property: 
{ | ( , )} : ( 1, )i i ir R R pref i p pref i p p∀ ∈ = −   where：p= b…bn , pref(i,p)=b1…bi, ( 1) 2ip p MOD= + .  
The address Ri in routing table have the i-1 length common prefix with k(d), but the value of p is 
dissimilitude at the i bit. ( , ) ( 1, )i ii P pref i p pπ = −  is corresponding to the Ri. Each node would be listed 
for each prefix in the routing table. When a node receives to query key(d), it will firstly match own 
address with a binary key. If their value do not match at i bit, it elected the node from this routing table, 
and forward to it, which has the longest common prefix in its routing table.  
The querying algorithm for data objects is the same as the strategy of their placement in the NetCloud, 
and both of them can be implemented by message routing algorithm of NetCloud. The message routing 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Procedure NetCloud_hash(Keyword key,Integer n, Intergr k) Procedure NetCloud_Routing(Source p,DestString Key(d)) 
//Key is keyword of the data object 
//n number servers in DCell0 
//k defined level in DCell 
1. S ←SHA-1(key); 
2. S’←Convert_binary_decimalis(S); 
3. d ← 2'mod
k
s c  
4. d ← Convert_decimalis(d); 
5. return d; 
//p=b1…bi is source node 
//key(d)= b1…bi is destination 
1. Compath ←Compref(p,key(d)); 
2. Marlen ← length(Compath); 
3. if ( ) ( , ( )) & &key p pref Marlen key d=  
4.     ( | ( , ))Marlen MarlenMarlen length R R Marlen Pπ≤ ← ; 
5. return P; 
6. else 
7. R ←randomly select node from the  ( 1, )Marlen Pπ + ; 
8. NetCloud_Routing(R,key(d)); 
Fig.1. Hash algorithms for data key.                                                  Fig. 2. Message routing algorithm in NetCloud 
4. NetCloud Performance Analysis 
Theory 3 (load balance). The node address that generated by the NetCloud_hash algorithm is 
uniformly distributed and a good load balance. 
Proof: data object key is mapped to namespace of NetCloud by the NetCloud_hash, which use two 
hash functions: SHA-1 and modulo operations. They can make key uniformly distribute at a address 
space, and node have good load balance. 
Theory 4 (correctness). In NetCloud, the node D = d1d2 ... dk do always forward to reach the 
destination node P = p1p2 ... pk, and they have the longest common prefix in the address space. 
Proof: In the NetCloud, key(d) are calculated by using the object key to navigate string-wise through 
the binary trie and appending “0” or “1”. The key space recursively bisected into equally-sized partitions 
until each partition is small than a threshold. With each invocation of NetCloud_Routing , the length of 
the common prefix of  node P’s path and key(d) increase at least by one. Therefore, the algorithm always 
terminates. 
Theroy 5(complexity). NetCloud algorithm is of complexity O(log2 N). 
Proof: NetCloud can be imagined as a virtual binary search tree. Algorithm makes key space 
recursively bisected into eqully-sized partitions. This is equivalent to its binary search, so the query 
complexity is O(log2 N). 
5. Experiment and simulation 
We achieve NetCloud method with the PeerSim simulator which generates a certain number of nodes 
to build the physical topology. Then its routing delay, fault-tolerance and other characteristics were 
assessed.Firstly, we evaluated the message routing fault tolerance. In the NetCloud, when n = 4, k = 3, the 
numbers of node is m = 176820. We conducted a total of 20 experimental groups, randomly selected a 
certain number of node failures. In each experiment, we calculate the average routing failure ratio of 
10,000 random routing processes. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen from the figure, 
NetCloud has good fault tolerance. 
We evaluated the average routing delay for the different sizes NetCloud. Firstly, in the size of each 
system, we conducted 1000 routing, randomly selected two nodes for each simulation. Then, we 
calculated the average routing delay. The simulation is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen in the figure, the 
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average routing delay in NetCloud is less than log2N. When the node size is larger, NetCloud has better 
performance. 
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Fig. 3. NetCloud fault tolerance. Fig. 4.  Average routing delay .Fig. 5. Routing latency distribution. Fig. 6.Path length distribution 
Fig. 5 shows a random routing distribution with the simulation of 100 million times. In the simulation, 
when n = 4, k = 3, the numbers of node is 176820. Figure 5 shows that differentia for most of the routing 
latency is small. Fig.6 shows the different path length distribution when using DCellRouting , shortest 
path and NetCloud routing. 
6.   Relative work 
Data centers are becoming increasingly important to provide a myriad of services and applications to 
store, access, and process data. Data centers are comprised of both server and networking infrastructure 
[5]. It is an important infrastructure for the cloud computing and data intensive computing, and some new 
network topologies have been proposed to support them. Fat-tree [6] is a multi-root tree. A three-tiered 
design has a core tier in the root of the tree, an aggregation tier in the middle and an edge tier at the 
leavers of the tree. PortLand[7] is a scalable fault-tolerant layer 2 data center network based on the fat-
tree.VL2[8] consists of a network built from low-cost switch ASICs arranged into a Clos topology that 
provides extensive path diversity between serves. Monsoon[9] also propose building a data center 
network using commodity switches and a Clos topology, and is designed on top of layer 2 and reinvents 
fault-tolerant routing mechanisms already established at layer 3.  
BCube[10] builds on DCell, incorporating switches for faster processing and active probing for load-
spreading.In the DCN and cloud computing, some methods of data placement and lookup are presented. 
Volley[11] is a system for automatic data placement across geo-distributed datacenters. Volley 
continuously analyzes the request log to determine how application data should be placed, accessed and 
outputted migration in the DCN. Nectar [12] is designed to automate and unify the management of data 
and computation within a datacenter. Data and computation are treated interchangeably by associating 
data with its computation. 
NetCloud has used the different method above presenting to place and lookup data in DCN. It map 
data key to DCell ID space with the same method as P2P system. In NetCloud, each node address string 
can be imagined as a path in the virtual binary search tree. The placement and localization of data object 
can be viewed as search in the binary tree. It is an efficient infrastructure to perform lookup and search 
operations in large-scale and highly dynamic data center network for the cloud service. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient, fault-tolerant, self-organizing model NetCloud for data 
placement and query in DCN based on DCell. NetCloud is the same routing method as DCell in essence, 
both using the prefix routing. The routing method in NetCloud is closely related with its namespace and 
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data placement strategy. The named method for the node in NetCloud is still used DCell naming, but we 
will turn it into a binary string. We have presented a NetCloud hash algorithms mapped the key of data 
item to namespace. 
Accordingly, we have presented a data placement algorithm PRLCP (Prefix Routing with the Longest 
Common Path) in NetCloud. NetCloud place the data item to node which its prefix is the longest common 
path with key. Lookup can be imagined as a virtual binary search tree. Algorithm makes key space 
recursively bisected into eqully-sized partitions. Its query complexity is O(log2 N). NetCloud meet the 
requirements the aspects of the topology changes, data persistence and consistency. NetCloud is an 
efficient infrastructure to perform lookup and search operations in large-scale and highly dynamic data 
center network for the cloud service. 
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